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3:13 p.m. Mad Max Beyond
Thunderdome ››› Mel Gibson,
Tina Turner. Aunty Entity will return
Mad Max’s camels if he will fight
the giant Blaster in a barbaric caged
arena. ‘PG-13’ (CC) (2:24) (SYFY)
3:15 p.m. Patriots Day ››› Mark
Wahlberg, Kevin Bacon. In the aftermath of the Boston Marathon bombings, police Sgt. Tommy Saunders,
FBI Special Agent Richard DesLauriers
and Commissioner Ed Davis join
survivors, first responders and other
investigators in a race against time
to find the suspects. ‘R’ (CC) (2:15)
(SHOW)
4:00 p.m. A Taste of Honey ›››‡
Dora Bryan, Rita Tushingham. A
working-class British teen becomes
pregnant by a sailor and moves in
with a gay man. ‘NR’ (2:00) (TCM)
Fair Game ››› Naomi Watts,
Sean Penn. Valerie Plame’s life
becomes front-page news when someone leaks her status as a covert CIA
operative after her husband, Joseph
Wilson, wrote a controversial article
for The New York Times. ‘PG-13’
(CC) (1:50) (TMC)
4:30 p.m. The 40-Year-Old Virgin
››› Steve Carell, Catherine Keener.
Three dysfunctional co-workers
embark on a mission to help their
newfound friend lose his sexual innocence. ‘R’ (CC) (2:15) (COM)
The Martian ›››‡ Matt Damon,
Jessica Chastain. Left behind by his
crew, a stranded astronaut must find
a way to survive on Mars, while
NASA and a team of international
scientists work tirelessly to bring him
home. ‘PG-13’ (CC) (3:00) (FX)
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay, Part 1 ››› Jennifer Lawrence,
Josh Hutcherson. After shattering the
games forever, Katniss finds herself in
District 13, fighting to save Peeta and
a nation moved by her courage. ‘PG13’ (CC) (DVS) (2:30) (TBS)
4:40 p.m. Logan ››› Hugh Jackman, Patrick Stewart. In the near
future, a weary Logan cares for an
ailing Professor X while protecting
a young mutant girl from the dark
forces that want to capture her. ‘R’
(CC) (2:20) (HBO)
4:46 p.m. Gladiator ›››‡ Russell
Crowe, Joaquin Phoenix. Condemned
to arena fights by corrupt Roman
leader Commodus, Gen. Maximus
seeks revenge for his family’s deaths.
‘R’ (CC) (2:37) (STZENC)
5:15 p.m. Monsters University
››› Voices of Billy Crystal, John
Goodman. Animated. Back in their
college days, Mike Wazowski’s
fierce rivalry with natural-born Scarer
Sulley gets them both kicked out of
Monster University’s elite Scare Program. ‘G’ (CC) (2:30) (FREE)
5:50 p.m. The Interpreter ›››
Nicole Kidman, Sean Penn. A Secret
Service agent is suspicious of a U.N.
translator who overheard a plot to assassinate an African leader. ‘PG-13’
(CC) (2:10) (TMC)
6:00 p.m. The Sunshine Boys
›››‡ Walter Matthau, George

Burns. After a long separation, two
former vaudeville partners reunite to
renew their friendship and their feud.
‘PG’ (CC) (DVS) (2:00) (TCM)
6:15 p.m. Dawn of the Dead ›››
Sarah Polley, Ving Rhames. A nurse,
a policeman and other residents of
Milwaukee fight flesh-eating zombies
while trapped in a mall. ‘NR’ (CC)
(1:45) (MAX)
7:00 p.m. The Italian Job ›››
Mark Wahlberg, Charlize Theron. A
master thief and his crew plan to steal
back a fortune in gold bullion after
they lose it to a double-crossing gang
member. ‘PG-13’ (CC) (2:00) (HBO)
7:30 p.m. Sicario ›››‡ Emily Blunt,
Benicio Del Toro. Members of a government task force travel back-andforth across the U.S.-Mexican border,
using one cartel boss to flush out a
bigger one. ‘R’ (CC) (2:30) (FX)
7:45 p.m. Inside Out ›››‡ Voices
of Amy Poehler, Phyllis Smith. Animated. An 11-year-old girl’s five emotions try to guide her through a difficult transition after she moves from
the Midwest to San Francisco. ‘PG’
(CC) (2:05) (FREE)
8:00 p.m. Hotel Rwanda ›››
Don Cheadle, Sophie Okonedo.
Paul Rusesabagina saves more than
1,200 Tutsi refugees from genocide
by hiding them at his posh hotel in
Rwanda’s capital city. ‘PG-13’ (2:00)
(CW)
The Smallest Show on Earth
››› Bill Travers, Virginia McKenna.
British newlyweds inherit a shabby
movie house and its eccentric staff of
three. ‘NR’ (2:00) (TCM)
9:50 p.m. Mulan ››› Voices of
Ming-Na Wen, Eddie Murphy. Animated. A Chinese maiden disguises
herself as a man to take her father’s
place in battle against invading Huns.
‘G’ (CC) (2:05) (FREE)
10:00 p.m. My Darling Clementine
›››‡ Henry Fonda, Linda Darnell.
Lawman Wyatt Earp and gambler
Doc Holliday shoot it out with the
Clantons at the OK Corral. ‘NR’ (CC)
(2:00) (INSP)
Born Free ›››‡ Virginia McKenna, Bill Travers. The British Adamsons raise Elsa the lioness as a pet in
Kenya, then teach her how to be wild
again. ‘PG’ (CC) (2:00) (TCM)
10:05 p.m. Cold Mountain ›››
Jude Law, Nicole Kidman. During the
Civil War, a wounded Confederate
soldier abandons his duties to make
his way home to his sweetheart. ‘R’
(CC) (2:35) (TMC)
12:00 a.m. McLintock! ››› John
Wayne, Maureen O’Hara. A cattle
baron tries to tame his wife amid a
feud with settlers and trouble with
Indians. ‘NR’ (CC) (3:00) (INSP)
Greed ›››› Gibson Gowland,
ZaSu Pitts. Silent. A San Francisco
dentist marries a lottery winner, and
a jealous man follows him to Death
Valley. ‘NR’ (2:15) (TCM)

8:00 a.m. The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe ››› Tilda Swinton,
Georgie Henley. Children and a
mystical lion unite against the White
Witch. ‘PG’ (CC) (2:30) (HBO)
8:24 a.m. Mad Max 2: The Road
Warrior ›››› Mel Gibson, Bruce
Spence. Loner lawman Mad Max
fights bikers for wasteland gas. ‘R’
(CC) (DVS) (2:06) (SYFY)
8:56 a.m. Spider-Man: Homecoming ››› Tom Holland, Michael Keaton. Peter Parker harnesses his new
powers to battle the Vulture. ‘PG-13’
(CC) (2:17) (STARZ)

10:20 a.m. The First Wives Club
››› Goldie Hawn, Bette Midler.
Three women take revenge after their
husbands dump them. ‘PG’ (CC)
(1:45) (STZENC)
10:30 a.m. Mad Max Beyond
Thunderdome ››› Mel Gibson,
Tina Turner. Wasteland drifter Mad
Max must fight a giant. ‘PG-13’ (CC)
(2:26) (SYFY)
11:15 a.m. The Body Snatcher
››› Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi. Cabby sells cadavers to doctor in 1800s
Edinburgh. ‘NR’ (CC) (1:30) (TCM)
11:35 a.m. G.I. Jane ››› Demi
Moore, Viggo Mortensen. A female
Navy SEALs recruit completes rigorous training. ‘R’ (CC) (2:05) (SHOW)
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Jack Nicholson, Diane Keaton. A
music executive falls for the mother
of his young girlfriend after having
a heart attack in her home. ‘PG-13’
(CC) (2:10) (HBO)
1:55 p.m. The Birth of a Nation
››› Nate Parker, Armie Hammer.
On Aug. 21, 1831, Baptist preacher
Nat Turner leads a violent and
historic rebellion to free himself and
other slaves in Southampton County,
Va. ‘R’ (CC) (2:05) (MAX)
2:00 p.m. Mad Max ›››‡ Mel Gibson, Joanne Samuel. In an Australia
of the not-too-distant future, a police
officer strikes back against motorized
menaces to what is left of society
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9:00 a.m. The Bourne Identity
››› Matt Damon, Franka Potente.
An amnesiac agent is marked for
death after a botched hit. ‘PG-13’
(CC) (3:00) (PARMT)
9:30 a.m. Noah ››› Russell Crowe,
Jennifer Connelly. Noah builds an ark
to save his family from the coming
flood. ‘PG-13’ (CC) (3:00) (FX)
The Preacher’s Wife ››› Denzel
Washington, Whitney Houston. An
angel finds he is drawn to a pastor’s
dulcet-toned wife. ‘PG’ (CC) (2:05)
(SHOW)
10:00 a.m. Cujo ››› Dee Wallace,
Danny Pintauro. A mother and son
are terrorized by a rabid Saint Bernard. ‘R’ (CC) (2:00) (AMC)

12:00 p.m. The Bourne Supremacy ››› Matt Damon, Franka
Potente. A CIA chief sends a senior
operative to take down Jason Bourne
when it appears the rogue agent is
behind the deaths of two people.
‘PG-13’ (CC) (2:30) (PARMT)
12:05 p.m. It Could Happen to
You ››› Nicolas Cage, Bridget
Fonda. A New York policeman keeps
his promise to split a $4 million lottery prize with a waitress, but his wife
objects. ‘PG’ (CC) (1:44) (STZENC)
12:45 p.m. Isle of the Dead ›››
Boris Karloff, Ellen Drew. A Greek
general in the 1912 Balkans finds
his wife’s grave robbed and fights a
plague. ‘NR’ (CC) (1:15) (TCM)

after a nuclear holocaust. ‘R’ (CC)
(2:00) (AMC)
2:30 p.m. The Bourne Legacy ›››
Jeremy Renner, Rachel Weisz. The
actions of Jason Bourne spell the
possible end of secret intelligence
programs, so a specially enhanced
operative goes on the run with a research scientist when it appears that
their lives will become forfeit. ‘PG-13’
(CC) (3:00) (FX)
2:31 p.m. Top Gun ››› Tom Cruise,
Kelly McGillis. A hot-shot Navy jet
pilot tangles with MiGs and flirts with
a civilian astrophysicist. ‘PG’ (CC)
(1:52) (STARZ)
3:00 p.m. The SpongeBob
SquarePants Movie ››› Voices
of Tom Kenny, Bill Fagerbakke. Ani-

“Sicario”
mated. SpongeBob and Patrick head
for Shell City to retrieve King Neptune’s stolen crown and save the life
of Mr. Krabs. ‘PG’ (CC) (1:45) (NICK)
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory ››› Johnny Depp, Freddie
Highmore. A poor boy and four
spoiled children win a tour through
the incredible factory of an odd confectioner. ‘PG’ (CC) (2:30) (SYFY)
3:30 p.m. Life Is Beautiful ›››‡
Roberto Benigni, Nicoletta Braschi.
With a game, an Italian Jew shields
his son from Nazi horrors in a concentration camp during World War
II. (Subtitled) ‘PG-13’ (CC) (2:00)
(SHOW)
4:00 p.m. Total Recall ››› Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Rachel Ticotin. Recurring nightmares of the planet Mars
lead a confused earthling into the
center of an intergalactic conspiracy.
‘R’ (CC) (2:30) (AMC)
He Got Game ››› Denzel
Washington, Ray Allen. A convict’s
freedom depends upon convincing
his estranged son, a basketball star,
to attend the governor’s alma mater.
‘R’ (CC) (3:00) (BET)
Public Enemies ››› Johnny
Depp, Christian Bale. Depression-era
outlaw John Dillinger becomes the
fledgling FBI’s most-wanted criminal
and a folk hero to much of America’s
downtrodden public. ‘R’ (CC) (2:20)
(MAX)
4:55 p.m. Gran Torino ››› Clint
Eastwood, Christopher Carley. An unlikely friendship forms between a bigoted war veteran and an Asian boy
who tried to steal the man’s treasured
automobile. ‘R’ (CC) (2:05) (HBO)
5:30 p.m. Sicario ›››‡ Emily Blunt,
Benicio Del Toro. Members of a government task force travel back-andforth across the U.S.-Mexican border,
using one cartel boss to flush out a
bigger one. ‘R’ (CC) (2:30) (FX)
X-Men: First Class ››› James
McAvoy, Michael Fassbender.
Charles Xavier and Erik Lehnsherr
work with other mutants to prevent
a nuclear nightmare, but a situation
soon tears the close friends apart.
‘PG-13’ (CC) (3:00) (FREE)
The Hobbit: The Desolation of
Smaug ››› Ian McKellen, Martin
Freeman. Bilbo and his companions
continue their journey east and brave
many dangers on their way to the
Lonely Mountain, culminating in an
encounter with the fearsome dragon
Smaug. ‘PG-13’ (CC) (3:30) (SYFY)
5:50 p.m. The Game ››› Michael
Douglas, Sean Penn. A control freak’s
disreputable brother introduces him
to a mysterious game that invades
his ordered existence. ‘R’ (CC) (2:10)
(TMC)

